There’s so much that

in a variety of settings,

can get in the way of

from conference to classroom

real communication.

to one-on-one. We offer in

Sometimes, words

person, remote VRI, or telephonic

themselves can be an

interpretation.

obstacle.

to schedule a job:
Go to our website
www.pollychirp.com
or call us at 800.844.8832

We are available 24/7

We are available 24/7

800.844.8832

_____________________
OmniMark Inc.,DBA PollyChirp Interpreting

3107 W. Colorado Avenue #274
Colorado Springs. CO 80904

pricing:
Pricing is based upon the type of
interpretation required, timeliness
of request, location, duration,
rigorousness & technicality.

communication

PollyChirp has served clients

PollyChirp Interpreting
can help you eliminate
the noise. Call us at

800.844.8832

Face-to-face, person-to-person.

Our deaf and foreign language
interpreters are knowledgeable,
educated, and experienced in area such
as medicine, law, government and
education. Their professional affiliations
guarantee that they adhere to the
highest standards.
PollyChirp’s goal is to provide a
seamless experience for you and your
customers. We make every effort to
match the best interpreter to your
customer’s needs. Across every discipline,
in every industry, for any organization.

PollyChirp Interpreting can help you
communicate. Each individual will be
carefully matched to your needs. All
of our interpreters are screened and
qualified, they undergo a background
check, TB testing, immunizations and are
insured.
PollyChirp has strict ethical and privacy
guidelines that all our interpreters
are educated on. PollyChirp serves
consecutive (one-on-one) and
simultaneous (conventions/conferences)
settings.

signing types:
American Sign (ASL)
English Sign (BSL)
Pidgeon/Pidgin Sign

foreign language services:
We have foreign language interpreters
available for 125+ languages, and we
add more as the need arises.
For a listing go to pollychirp.com/
foreign-language-interpretation/

remote services:
We offer remote video, sign language
and telephonic foreign language
interpretation which allows you
confidence of HIPAA Hitech. Submit
your request at pollychirp.com/
scheduling/ and one of our
customer service representatives will
get you going.

innovative… seamless… clear

communication is the key.

reliable… friendly… supportive

right interpreter… right time… right place

At the heart of it,

PollyChirp is with you every step
of the way. Our goal is to make the
process as seamless and smooth as
possible, removing any obstacles to clear
communication.
We are currently in the process of
expanding our services and adding
functionality to our website. These
additions --- most notably, a highlycustomized scheduling software that
will allow you greater control over your
scheduling --- have been developed with
an eye towards improving your user
experience and positively impacting your
bottom line.

www.pollychirp.com

We will find you an interpreter
anywhere in the continental
United States.

800.844.8832

